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Walk into QT Gold Coast
and be welcomed
by an inspired space
where nostalgic surfer
chic meets Miami
catwalk cool.
For reservations call 07 5584 1200
or visit qtgoldcoast.com.au
* Valid for bookings until 22nd December 2018. Min 2 night stay required.
Offer is subject to availability and cannot be combined with any other
offer and is only applied to new bookings.

ENQUIRE WITHIN GCTC TO RECEIVE YOUR MEMBERS ONLY DISCOUNT
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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE FROM OUR
CHAIRMAN AND CEO
Christmas has come fast so it is time for a little reflection…
These are times where we can celebrate a new era

A well-known fable about the different attitude of

in our industry. With racetrack strike action, a new

three workers:

Betting Auditorium and a modern Heineken Bar,
we close on 2018 with a book full of moments,
experiences and change.

When asked the question, “What are you doing?”
The first bricklayer replied, “Laying brick”
The second answered, “Making $35 an hour”

We are preparing for a fast approaching feature
raceday while celebrating Christmas, so our focus
remains on bringing friends, family and the community
together at an unrivalled entertainment precinct.
As the excitement builds for us and the 2019 The Star
Gold Coast Magic Millions Raceday, we want to wish

The third said, “Me? I’m building the world’s
greatest racetrack”.
There is something about how this short story is able
to capture the essence of what makes us excel at what
we do. Our attitude towards everything we do is that it
absolutely matters.

you the very best for the Festive Season.

The end of the year brings a certain level of enthusiasm for what is next to come.
We work tirelessly to provide you with something extraordinary and we will
continually challenge ourselves to get better at what we do.
Wishing you all a Merry Christmas.

Brett Cook 		

Steve Lines

Chairman		 CEO
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Aquis Ladies Raceday
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2019 The Star Gold Coast Magic Millions Raceday
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2019 Magic Millions 2YO Calcutta
Memorial Raceday 1

Lone Star Rib House & Top Cut Foods Australia Day Raceday
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Memorial Raceday 2
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Aquis Raceday
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Aquis Chinese New Year Raceday
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Aquis Raceday
Aquis Raceday

SPONSOR YOUR OWN RACE OR RACEDAY!
Email alanat@gctc.com.au for more information.
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GATES FLY FOR THE 2019
THE STAR GOLD COAST
MAGIC MILLIONS
As the starting place for the Mighty Mare Winx,

the Gold Coast Magic Millions Sales is where the
horseflesh is rich, the bidding is fast paced and

spectators wait in anticipation to see when the next
million dollar hammer will fall.

With luck and careful preparation, the horses sold at the 2019 January
Sales may be seen to race the following year on Magic Millions Raceday.
With over 1,000 horses already nominated for both the $2 Million Magic
Millions 2 YO Classic and $2 Million Magic Millions 3 YO Guineas, it is an
indicator of how many horses pass through the sales ring, are successful
in their preparations to become fully fledged athletes and of how
infamously popular the Magic Millions Raceday has become.
Up until 2017 when the Australian Turf Club launched a $10 Million race,
the Everest, the Magic Millions Raceday was Australia’s richest raceday. High
prize money isn’t the only thing that draws the crowds to the Gold Coast
Turf Club. While the crowds gather at the Sales throughout the week, the
GCTC prepares 5 star dishes, deluxe buffets and beautiful function spaces
for its biggest raceday of the year. Crowds of up to 25,000 will pass through
the front gates. If you haven’t booked into a dining package there will be no
shortage of great options for you on the day.
A sea of umbrellas will be erected on the trackside lawn, claim an
unreserved seat in the members, grab a tasty treat from the food
precincts or celebrate with a champagne or Heineken in the fully
air conditioned Heineken Bar. The Event Centre is the only package
remaining with only a few tables lingering.
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2019 The Star Gold Coast Magic
Millions Event Centre Package
Serving up a premium seafood

experience, trackside with breathtaking
views of the Gold Coast Skyline.

She Aquis Park guests will consume one tonne of locally
caught king and tiger prawns while also enjoying over
nine hundred dozen freshly shucked oysters.
The highly skilled chefs will cure a hundred kilos of
Atlantic salmon with a secret recipe of gin, vodka,
beetroot, juniper berries and freshly picked herbs.
We will also be lightly smoking close to seven
hundred Tasmanian salmon fillets with hickory
and cedar chips which will be served with fresh
pomegranate seeds and an Asian inspired hollandaise
finished with a native figure lime salsa.

Complementing the seafood extravaganza will be 400
kilos of aged Black Angus beef from the Limestone
Coast of South Australia, slow roasted with forest
mushroom and a red wine port jus.
Three Rivers Lamb of Tasmania with be served
crumbed and fried golden brown as fifteen hundred
lamb cutlets and over one hundred oven roasted lamb
racks in the Boardroom and Skyline restaurant.
For the sweet tooth, Kathleen Atherton preparing for
her twenty sixth Magic Millions, will be making nearly
five hundred of her world-famous cranberry and white
chocolate scones.
Ben Sidebotham

Executive Chef Aquis Park 2018

White Chocolate and
Cranberry Scones
Make: 25

Time: 40mins

Ingredient List
• Self Raising Flour 1.25kg
• Caster Sugar 0.25kg
• Butter Unsalted0.17kg
• Milk Full Cream 0.63ltr

• Dried Cranberries 0.25kg
• White Chocolate0.25kg
Method
1.  Shift the flour and sugar together into a large
mixing bowl;
2. Add the softened butter and gently mix for
10minutes;
3. S
 lowly pour in the chilled milk and mix until the
mixture starts to come together into a dough;

8

4. Sprinkle in the cranberries and white chocolate
and lightly mix for 2minutes.
5. Take the dough mixture out of the mixing bowl
and place on a floured work bench;
6. Using a rolling pin work the dough to a desired
thickness;
7. Using a 65mm scone cutter cut out the scones and
place on oil sprayed baking tray.
8. Cook for approximately 20 minutes at 150⁰ in a fan
forced oven.

All packages for the Magic Millions annual raceday
are distributed to the Members First.

Please keep an eye out for notifications earlier in the
year to avoid disappointment.
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Raceday

SATURDAY 12 JANUARY

Magic Millions 2019 Packages
Gallery Restaurant

SOLD OUT

Skyline Restaurant

SOLD OUT

$465.00PP

$645.00 PP

• Entry to the racecourse & members area

• Entry to the racecourse & members area

• Reserved table with plasma TV

• Reserved table with plasma TV

• Racebook

• Racebook

• 3 course set menu

• 4 course set menu with canapés on arrival

• Select beverage package including premium beer,

• Premium beverage package including premium beer,

wine, sparkling wine & soft drink
• Panoramic views of the racecourse and the
Gold Coast skyline

basic spirits, wine, sparkling & champagne (Moët) wine
& soft drink
• Panoramic views of the racecourse and the
Gold Coast skyline

The Event Centre
Gold Package

The Boardroom

$565.00PP

• Entry to the racecourse & The Boardroom

• Entry to the racecourse & Event Centre
• Reserved seating on tables of ten
• Racebook
• Deluxe seafood buffet
• Premium beverage package including premium beer,
wine, sparkling wine, basic spirits & soft drink
• Views of the home straight

SOLD OUT

$645.00PP
• Reserved seating on tables of ten
• Racebook
• 3 course set menu with canapés
• Premium beverage package including premium beer,
wine, sparkling & champagne (Moët) wine & soft drink
• Panoramic views of the racecourse and the
Gold Coast skyline

All packages for the Magic Millions annual raceday are distributed to the
Members first.
Please keep an eye out for notifications earlier in the year to avoid disappointment.

*Prices include GST

9

Program of Races,
Saturday 12th January

10

RACE

PRIZES

DISTANCE

Magic Millions Maiden Plate
(SW- 3 YOs & up)

$250,000 + $1,500 trophies

1200 metres

Magic Millions Country Cup
(Qlty Hcp, special conditions)

$250,000 + $1,500 trophies

1200 metres

$1M Magic Millions QTIS Open (Qlty Hcp)

$1,000,000 + $2,500 trophies

1300 metres

$1M Magic Millions Trophy (Qlty Hcp)

$1,000,000 + $2,500 trophies

2200 metres

$1M Magic Millions Fillies and Mares (SW & P) $1,000,000 + $2,500 trophies

1300 metres

$1M Magic Millions Cup
(Qlty Hcp, restricted listed)

$1,000,000 + $2,500 trophies

1400 metres

$2M Gold Coast Magic Millions 3 YO
GUINEAS (Restricted Listed- SW &P)

$2,000,000 + 5,000 trophies

1400 metres

$2M The Star Magic Millions 2YO Classic
(Restricted Listed – SW)

$2,000,000 + $5,000 trophies AD $500,000
Racing Women’s Bonus + $3,000 trophy

1200 metres

$1M Magic Millions Snippets

$1,000,000 + $2,500 trophies

1200 metres
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2019 The Star Gold Coast
Magic Millions Raceday
SATURDAY 12 JANUARY
7
8
9
10

GATE 1	MEMBERS, FUNCTIONS,
OWNERS & TRAINERS ENTRY
GATE 2	GENERAL ADMISSION
1 THE RAILS
2 MAGIC MILLIONS VIP MARQUEE
3 THE GLASSHOUSE
4	
HARROLDS FASHIONS
ON THE FIELD
5 OWNERS & TRAINERS PRECINCT
6 RACEDAY STALLS

Level 2
• Skyline Restaurant
• Gallery Restaurant
• Skyline Mezzanine
• Crystal Lounge
• The Boardroom
• Members
11	
PUBLIC BETTING AUDITORIUM
12	
CORPORATE SUITES
LEVEL 1 & 2

WINNING POST
MOUNTING YARD
RECEPTION
THE GRANDSTAND
Ground Floor
• Directors Lounge
• Members & Betting
Auditorium
Level 1
• Horizon Enclosure

13	
GOLD COAST EVENT
CENTRE
14	
GENERAL ADMISSION &
PUBLIC PARTY PRECINCT
15	
THE MEADOW
16	
MAGIC MILLIONS VIP
CAR PARK
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5

15

P
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DRIVE
RACECOURSE

ASCOT CT

EQUINE CT

FOOD
BAR
TOILET
BIG SCREEN
SHADE
FIRST AID
PARKING

DRIVE
RACECOURSE

P

TAXI RANK
BUSES

PUBLIC

23
16

019 The Star Gold Coast
Magic Millions Raceday

GATE 1

MEMBERS, FUNCTIONS,
OWNERS & TRAINERS ENTRY
GATE 2 GENERAL ADMISSION
1 THE RAILS
2 MAGIC MILLIONS VIP MARQUEE
3 THE GLASSHOUSE
4 HARROLDS FASHIONS
ON THE FIELD
5 OWNERS & TRAINERS PRECINCT
6 RACEDAY STALLS

Owners Precinct

TURDAY 12 JANUARY

General
GATE 2 Admission
Entry

The Owners Precinct is located on the

Fountain Lawn marked section 5, right
beside the action of the Fashions on

7
8
9
10

WINNING POST
MOUNTING YARD
RECEPTION
THE GRANDSTAND
Ground Floor
• Directors Lounge
• Members & Betting
Auditorium
Level 1
The horse
stalls are
• Horizon Enclosure

Level 2
13 GOLD COAST EVENT
• Skyline Restaurant
CENTRE
• Gallery Restaurant
14 GENERAL ADMISSION &
• Skyline Mezzanine
PUBLIC PARTY PRECINCT
• Crystal Lounge
15 THE MEADOW
• The Boardroom
16 MAGIC MILLIONS VIP
• Members
CAR PARK
11 PUBLIC BETTING AUDITORIUM
12 CORPORATE SUITES
within line
of sight to give Owners
LEVEL 1 & 2

easy access to their champions. The Precinct provides
outdoor fans, large cinema screen, a plethora of
seating and shade, a private bar and food offerings.

the Field.
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Owners
Information
The Gold Coast Turf Club recognises

the enormous contribution owners

make to the racing industry.

The GCTC offers a host of raceday privileges designed to
help every owner – whether they are new to the industry
or race-hardened veterans – enjoy the thrill of watching
their own horse race at the Gold Coast.
For the 2019 The Star Gold Coast Magic Millions Raceday,
tickets will be issued to Owners of horses that have obtained
a start. Successful Owners will be provided the opportunity to
collect their ticketing in advance prior to the raceday.
To ensure that they do not miss out on their experience on
the day by waiting in line to collect tickets, the following ticket
collection schedule has been assembled:

WEDNESDAY 9TH - 2pm – 5pm GCTC Reception
THURSDAY 10TH - 9am – 1pm GCTC Reception
THURSDAY 10TH - 2pm – 5pm Magic Millions Office
FRIDAY 11TH - 9am – 1pm GCTC Reception
FRIDAY 11TH - 2pm – 5pm Magic Millions Office

*All listed owners and trainers must provide photo ID at point of collection.

Guest Options
Wanting to bring a few extra guests along with

you for the ultimate raceday experience?

Purchase up to two additional guest cards and receive unlimited access
into all members’ areas on all standard racedays. Only $100 each and
valid until June 30th 2019.

12
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Hosted by Tony Clements & Gerard Daffy.
Gerard Middleton, Glenn Munsie and
Bernadette Cooper will provide insights.
$110 MEMBERS | $120 NON-MEMBERS
INDIVIDUAL TICKET (NON-RESERVED SEAT) FROM $80PP
BOOK TICKETS WWW.GCTC.COM.AU

Pre-purchase Calcutta raffle tickets for $10 online www.gctc.com.au
AFFILIATED EVENT OF
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2YO TAB Calcutta
Here at the Gold Coast Turf Club, we’re getting very excited about our upcoming

2019 2YO TAB Calcutta, but we have discovered that there are a lot of people who
have never attended a Calcutta nor know how it all works.
THE TICKET DRAW
Tickets are $10 each and are available both prior to

Millions. If your ticket is drawn, you ‘own’ that horse

and on the night. The Calcutta commences with one

ahead of the auction stage! All proceeds from the

ticket being drawn for each runner in the 2YO Magic

ticket draw go into the prize pool.

THE AUCTION
Each horse will be auctioned to the attendees at the

drew that horse in the ticket draw; and the remaining

Calcutta, who have the opportunity to bid for that

50 per cent goes into the ever-growing prize pool.

horse. You can bid on your own, or you might choose
to pool resources with others at your table.

The highest bidder in the auction stage becomes the

After the hammer falls on each runner:

pay for their horses on the night – Cash and EFTPOS/

50 per cent of the sale price goes to the person who

new owner of that horse. Successful bidders must
Credit Card facilities will be available.

AFTER THE RACE
After the running of the Magic Millions on Saturday

we will officially launch and showcase the brand

January 12th 2019, the prize pool (consisting of all

new air-conditioned TAB Betting Auditorium where

ticket sales plus fifty per cent of auction proceeds) is

racing identities Tony Clements, Gerard Duffy, Gerard

divided as follows:

Middleton, Glenn Munsie and Bernadette Cooper

60% to the owner of the winning horse;
20% to the owner of the second placegetter; and
10% to the owner of the third placegetter.
*10% will then be donated to the National Jockey’s Trust*
So, if you want to experience what it’s like to have a
horse racing in the Magic Millions, you’ve got to get
along to the 2019 Magic Millions 2YO TAB Calcutta
on Thursday January 10. The 2YO TAB Calcutta event
grows in stature and prize pool every year. In 2019

14

team up and take centre stage to provide insights
into runners of the prestigious and feature race. Then
the Calcutta begins with our expert Auctioneers
and Spotters from the Magic Millions team driving
the hype and exhilaration to get the bids to reach
pinnacle $$$ for each horse.
If you cannot make it to the night, but would like
to participate in the Calcutta Draw, you may prepurchase the $10 tickets online at www.gctc.com.au.
Then Gold Coast Turf Club will then email you your
tickets and will advise if you ‘win’ a horse.
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Strike Outcome
In early October 2018, border hopping was becoming too much for the southeast
Queensland industry participants as only weeks before the Government revealed

its plans to distribute $20 million into Harness Racing alone and no other funding
would go to fellow racing bodies.

Racing Queensland acknowledged the Government

supportive of the stance being taken. As it stood, none

announcement on Point of Consumption Tax (POC) in

of the additional revenue being created from the new

late September and was met with outrage from the four

tax was being returned to grassroots prizemoney

industry bodies.

increases throughout Queensland.

The industry united and called for all racing receipts

There was a dramatic increase in Provincial Racing

raised by the tax to be directed back to support racing

prizemoney in NSW in recent times, with total

in Queensland. With a stark increase in Queensland

prizemoney increasing from $14,000 in 2010 to $35,000

Trainers, Owners, Breeders and Jockeys choosing to

in 2018. In comparison, Gold Coast Prizemoney

travel to NSW to compete for a higher rate of prize

(Provincial) has only slightly increased from $12,000 in

money, strike action was set for Saturday,October

2012 to $16,000 in 2018 ($15,000 for Maiden Races).

27 (Cox Plate Day) and on Tuesday, November 6
(Melbourne Cup Day).

Country Racing in NSW has widen the gap further by

Whilst race clubs are not directly represented under

in 2018.

the thoroughbred alliance banner, the GCTC was

16

increasing prizemoney from $10,000 in 2010 to $22,000
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Because of the disparity in prizemoney in Northern NSW, we have witnessed

major increases in Gold Coast horses travelling over the border to race in NSW as
they chase greater prizemoney and returns for owners.
To avoid further industrial action, a deal was struck

This was a fantastic result and has already had a direct

on October 26, when a raise in prizemoney level for

positive impact on our industry. The details of the

thoroughbred TAB meetings was confirmed and an

increase were highlighted by Racing Queensland

increase to $26 million will be injected into the industry.

shortly after on October 31. Non-Metropolitan

The Melbourne Cup punters could breathe a sigh
of relief as action to strike on the 6th of November
was ceased after nearly 5 hours of talks between
the State Government, Racing Queensland and the
representatives from the Alliances. An immediate boost

(Provincial) racing will be the major beneficiary, with
$12.3 million allocated to provincial and country
racing. Whilst we operate as both a Provincial and
Metropolitan track, we will see a focus on unplaced
stakes from 5th to 10th to aid costs for participants.

of prizemoney with further commitments to reform
and improve the commerciality of the industry was
announced by Sterling Hinchcliffe, Racing Minister.
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Gold Coast Business
Excellence Awards
GOLD COAST TURF CLUB CLAIMS THE GOLD
COAST BUSINESS EXCELLENCE AWARD FOR
TOURISM, HOSPITALITY AND EVENTS

The Gold Coast Business Excellence Awards are the

region's leading honours for business achievements.

Earlier this year, in September, the Club was awarded
the monthly category which therefore put the GCTC
in the running for the overall prize. On the 10th of

November, we were up against a number of strong
competitors who were also monthly winners and

finalists in this category, needless to say we were
thrilled to take home the trophy.

The Tourism, Hospitality and Events Award celebrates excellence in
destination and stewardship management. As Australia's premier tourism
and hospitality destination, each company had to highlight the business
offerings and experiences and how these are promoted to markets locally,
nationally and internationally. In addition, they had to demonstrate how it
has worked exceptionally in any aspect of tourism including technology,
sustainability, socially and culturally.
Over the past two years the Club has worked tirelessly at perfecting their
proposition in this sector, so it was a great honour to have these efforts
brought to the limelight at this prestigious event. Each and every raceday
and non raceday event the GCTC work internally to ensure their level of
catering, service and hospitality is at a very high standard.
Congratulations to all the team and thank you for all the hard work.

Thank you to the judging panel, all the other finalists
and award winners on the night.

18
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GCTC Spring Stars
In what has been a typically exciting Spring Racing Carnival here at the GCTC, our

Raceday Officials have put together a list of Spring Stars who have caught their eye.

ECKER ROAD (BRUCE HILL)
Sometimes horses relish a change of scenery, and

the 15th of September and an even more impressive

this horse has been a perfect example of just that.

1L win in the C,G&E BM 65 on September the 29th

He started his racing career on the Sunshine Coast

carrying an imposing 60kgs. Since then he has gone

winning only one of his first seven starts. However,

on to win another race at Ipswich and with Bruce’s

since joining the Bruce Hill stable here on the Gold

ability to find the right races for the right horses no

Coast he has gone on to win his next four starts,

doubt this talented gelding will be winning in town

including a gallant victory in the C,G&E Class 2 on

very soon.

EXCALIBRATOR (HELEN PAGE)
The Hinchinbrook gelding Excalibrator showed an
eye-catching turn of foot to chase down the runaway
leaders in the BM80 Handicap on the 6th of October.
Owned by the famous Australian racing family the
Cooks and trained by Gold Coast’s Hall of Fame
Trainer Helen Page, Excalibrator is developing an
imposing record of six wins and six placings from its
first twenty starts with $90,515 in total prizemoney.
With only one more win until he achieves open class,
our judges believe that there is no doubt he has the
ability to continue on to reach higher levels.

20
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CALZINI (BEVIN LAMING)
After finishing midfield at its first start on a wet track
as a 2yo, the Bevin Laming trained Calzini came back
to the Gold Coast as a 3yo without a trial and my
word wasn’t she remarkable. She jumped like a rocket
and pulled away from them in the straight, going on
to shave nearly half a second off the class record.
To make the run even more notable is that she was
only half a second off the 900m track record set by
Tornado Alley in 2008, who eventually went on the
win a number of open races plus the Listed D J Power
at Eagle Farm. The filly looks to be the real deal and
if she continues to amaze with times like she ran on
September the 22nd, she will certainly go on to win
many more races.

FREDDIE FOX TROT (LES KELLY)
The Powerful trio of Kelly, Plumb and Freddie returned
to the Gold Coast for a metropolitan meeting on the
3rd of October and of course, he blitzed the field
to win easily by three lengths. Quickly becoming
a crowd favourite, Freddie toyed with his rivals by
leading from start to finish, with jockey Ryan Plumb
riding him hands and heels to the line. He has since
been unlucky in Brisbane, but the Gold Coast regulars
are hopeful that he will be back on his home track
soon, and there is no doubt that he will put on a show
in front of his home crowd.

TIME TO PLAY (GARY DOUGHTY)
In what is a great racing story, trainer Gary Dougherty
has a remarkable affiliation with this mare. A former
jockey, Gary rode her grandmother, Tiercette, then
went on to train her mother Eminence Grise before
going on to race the filly Time to Play. With a record
of five wins and six placings from sixteen starts, Time
to Play has won all of her races at her home track here
on the Gold Coast. Equally as impressive is the fact
that she managed to win three from three over the
Spring on the coast, starting off with a win on the 29th
of September, then again on the 10th on November
and topping it off by backing up on the 17th of
November. With the imposing track record that this
Mare has built, be sure that she will be very hard to
beat anytime she runs at the Gold Coast.
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Aquis Farm Presents
Since it’s inception in 2015, Aquis Farm has expanded into one of the largest
thoroughbred operations in the country.

Spread over two-states, the company provides a holistic approach to the education and welfare of each and
every horse on the property. Whether it be from foaling, yearling preparations, pre-training or breeding, although
without the staff, the success of Aquis Farm has seen in such a short period of time wouldn’t be possible.
One of the largest contributing staff to the organisation is Racing Manager, Kacy Fogden who came into the
company early on and has proven a valuable asset with her extensive knowledge and intuition with horses.

Kacy, could you explain a little about your

background within the thoroughbred industry?

In your career with Aquis Farm, have you had any
favourites come through the program?

"My experience in the thoroughbred industry

"Tan Tat Diamond is an all-time favourite for me,

started when I was growing up in New Zealand,

he’s an old gelding weighing in at an impressive

my Grandad was a champion trainer and we

600kg, a son of Fastnet Rock, he is the most

spent a lot of time as kids with him and my father,

genuine, sweet horse I’ve come across.

so it started with there, and my passion for the
industry only continued to grow stronger and it
still does."
There have been several highly successful horses

come through the Aquis Pre-Training Program, most
recently Bel Sonic and his win in the Magic Millions

3&4YO Classic at Ballarat, could you tell us a little bit
about the program and these horses in particular?

"Bel sonic came to us for an 8-week spell and
then to pretrain, however he had ongoing issues
with his feet so we knew now was the time to put
as much work into them as possible whilst he
wasn’t in work.
	Luckily with a dry paddock, good farrier, hoof
supplements and ongoing management, his
feet grew down nicely and by the time he came
into work we never had an issue and his pre-

	Dubious was much similar, especially for a young
colt he was very genuine and honest and I loved
educating him, to see him win a Breeder’s Plate
was a special moment for myself and my team."
In your opinion, what sets Aquis Farm Pre-Training
facilities apart from the rest?

"Definitely the level of care and attention that
goes into these horses.
	The staff here are very passionate about the
horses and I think that shows in the results from
horses that have come through the program."
Group Two winning colt Sesar is back in pre-training
with Kacy at the Canungra property, just one of the
many horses due to return for upcoming racing
carnivals via the Aquis Farm Pre-Training facility.

training preparation allowed him to re-gain
momentum before heading back into full work."
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A Raceday in the Life of a
Racecourse Manager
For over four decades our racecourse manager Steve Andrews has been an
employee at the Gold Coast Turf Club. Without a doubt he has seen some
interesting days.

“I began a role as a barrier attendant in 1974. Seven

into the barriers with ear muffs on or a blanket on his

years past and I was offered the role as Track staff.

back. These are additional gear changes that must be

I moved up to assistant racecourse manager in the

detailed. Each horse is different.

mid 90’s taking over from Geoff Fanning in 2005.
From 7:30am, once track work begins to subside
With a team of grounds keepers, I supervise the

and finish up for the morning, I organise the staff for

maintenance of the training and racing surfaces,

tracks to be harrowed and rolled to have them ready

the irrigation of all tracks and grounds, the equine

for Monday morning training. The Big Screen is then

pool, traintech training centre, rail movements and

moved into position for patron viewing. I quickly

general maintenance of the gardens of the GCTC.

check the irrigation is set and the tracks are fit for

Recently added to my care is Beaudesert race

use before a shower and change for raceday. Must

course and its training and racing surfaces. My day

look the part.

begins at 3am during the week but I get a lie in on
racedays and start at 5am.

10am arrives and a triple check of the track is
performed, the staff are briefed before the stewards

My first duty on raceday is to inspect the track.

and raceday officials give their final stamp of

I perform a penetrometer test and send the

approval. I then welcome the farrier, vet, ambulance

results out to the racing industry participants. This

crew and barrier staff on course for a prompt start.

information is shared around Australia for punters,
jockeys, trainers and owners. From there, trainers
may choose to withdraw their horse to compete if
the track is not at a certain grade of their liking.

Raceday begins and from here, jockeys can cancel,
a horse could arrive late, weather will change and
I am consistently updating the grade of the track
throughout the day. I make sure horses arrive in the

At 6:15am I begin to check the scratching’s list

mounting enclosure, depart for the starting gates,

to see if any of our competitors have decided to

are loaded into the barrier and start promptly. I

postpone their horse from racing. Participants have

repeat this process for 8 races.

until 7:30am on raceday to decide as to whether or
not they will run their horse and this is when I will
know what pace our day will run at.

The hardest aspect of my raceday are unruly horses,
they are fired up and excited so getting them to
focus to be loaded can be testing. I meet some

Once the scratching’s are finalised I can assemble the

great people in the racing industry who are all good

starters sheets and jockeys barriers. Some trainers

horse men and women. The best day of my career

submit requests to have their horses entered into

was the first year we ran Magic Millions. I cannot

the barriers in a certain order, either first or last,

pick a favourite raceday in particular as they are

sometimes in the middle of the bunch. They are only

all good but this was a highlight of my 44 years at

permitted to submit a special request like this so many

the Gold Coast. One of my goals is to maintain the

times per year and they do this if their horse gets

GCTC as a great facility to race and train at. I hope

a bit irritated or is a newcomer. We try to give each

that everyone who attends the GCTC, from trainer to

horse the best chance so including these fine details is

racegoer has a great raceday and experience.”

essential. You will see sometimes that a horse is loaded
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Did You Know How to Read
a Racebook?
Every horse that is
competing at our
racetrack is recorded
in our weekly
racebook.
You can find a detailed guide in each
of our racebooks which tells you
its results of the last few starts, the
bredding, age and sex, who is riding
and who trains the horse. For each
race you can find the ‘the whisper’ of
who has the most chances of winning.

Did You Know How to Read
a Pedigree?
At every thoroughbred
racehorse sales you
can pick up a Sale
Catalogue.
Each page contains a ‘lot’ which
describes the heritage of the horse.
We highly recommend visiting
the sales to sample the ambience
and gain an insight into where a
racehorse starts their journey.
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Take a look inside…
The Event Centre
The Gold Coast Event Centre is located within the
Gold Coast Turf Club precinct.

The 2,000 square metre venue is an impressive structure that can host
over 2,500 guests and boasts spectacular panoramic views of the Gold
Coast skyline reaching from Main Beach to Burleigh.
The Event Centre incorporates an uninterrupted floor space with 90
metres of glass panels overlooking the Gold Coast. There are very few
venues on the Gold Coast that can handle the diverse range of events,
exhibitions, conferences, expos and gala dinners required by an ever
changing event industry however the Event Centre was specifically
designed and created for this level of demand.
An impressive pillar-less venue footprint allows for a wide range of floor
plans and opportunities for any number of events. From exhibitions
and gala dinners to large scale equipment displays this venue can
accommodate any style and type of event imaginable.

CATERING
The Gold Coast Event Centre catering team aims to please. Our five star
quality chefs consistently deliver quality menu options for occasions big
and small. From canapés to buffets, to full service fine dining, we are
passionate about using the freshest produce and high quality ingredients
across all our menu options. You’re welcome to choose from a range of
preselected menus, or we will happily tailor an option for your specific
requirements, ensuring every desire you have is catered for.
At The Gold Coast Event Centre we offer a pre-selected beverage package,
or if you prefer, you can have drinks on a consumption or cash basis.

GALLERY
Take a look at our venue and at some of the events we’ve hosted.
You’ll see that The Gold Coast Event Centre is uniquely designed to easily
cater for a range of different events. Notice that the space is able to be
configured in multiple ways to enhance your occasion.
The food images are of our own dishes created in house by chefs hired
under the Gold Coast Turf Club. We create 1st class restaurant dining
experiences and cater to large scale. Anything is possible within the
grounds of the GCTC.

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
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•

Weddings

•

Engagements

•

Birthdays

•

Gala Events

•

School Formals

•

Christmas Parties

Members Points
Aquis Park members reward program is our way of compensating you for simply
coming into the club and enjoying our facilities.
Present your members cards to secure points on food

For every $1 you spend you receive 4 points. To

and beverages purchased at the following facilities:

check on your points please ask a Staff Member at

• Rails bar and servery

any till within the members areas. You may redeem
your points when you have accrued the full value

• Prime ministers bar and servery

of food or beverages you would like to purchase in

• Hall of fame restaurant

your members areas.

• Members Lounge level 2

$1 = 4 PTs

*Please note the following terms and conditions regarding Aquis Park members Reward Program points accrual: Points
can only be accrued and redeemed within the current racing season, from 1 July – 30 June each year and will not rollover.
Points are not accruable on Feature Race Days. Points are not accruable or redeemable for functions held at Aquis Park.
Points are not accruable on any other product or service, other than those already listed. Points may change value at the
discretion of the Club. The members reward program may be cancelled at any time at the discretion of the club.

2018 Rewards
To date, we have provided a wealth of additional benefits for our members.
Since the new season began we have hosted a trip

Over 75 Members and their guests were hosted

to Aquis Farm Stallion Parade where 50 Members

in an unrivalled hospitality package that provided

and their guests were chauffeured to Canungra to

excellent value for money on the Members

view Aquis’ team of horses while being entertained

Showcase Raceday.

and fed amongst the beautiful country side.

Thanks to our hard working team, we were

We were delighted to award Member of the Year,

successful in securing a visit from the Melbourne

Jim Buck. We have many patrons who attend

Cup and its ambassadors. The cup paraded through

regularly and we endeavour to acknowledge all

Members Areas and nearly everyone got a chance to

of your contributions. Celebrating the Member of

hold the 18-carat gold cup.

the Year is one way in which we are afforded the
opportunity to do so.

We now have on offer, the Christmas Members Lucky
Prize Draw where over $500 of Christmas Treats

We have given Members sole priority to Magic

will be given to one lucky winner who attends the

Millions, Melbourne Cup, Pink Ribbon and Gold

racetrack throughout December.

Coast Cup packages before the general public,
industry participants and sponsors.

Expectations are building higher for 2019. Watch
this space and keep your eyes peeled for some
initiatives to the 2019 Golden Slipper Raceday.
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